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Abstract: Cloud computing has been transforming large part of various IT services into virtualization which are made
available as a utility services and scheduling plays a vital role here to get maximum utilization from various physical resources.
Cloud Computing has been offering its virtual resources and services anywhere and anytime on pay-as-you-go basis. So, Cloud
Computing becomes a backbone in the various fields of Industry and Academia for providing the storage backups, load
balancing and most importantly providing the dynamic resource scheduling on a real-time basis. Therefore, energy consumption
will be very high by the various clod data centers which lead to very high amount of operational cost and harm the environment
as well. Hence, there is a requirement of Green Computing for the sustainability and ensuring the energy efficiency by energy
efficient techniques. In present scenario, various energy efficient algorithms have been proposed by the researchers which
reduce the energy efficiency of cloud environment. But all these algorithms have been evaluated using the same experimental
environment which gives the related results and it becomes difficult for the researchers to choose the best algorithm among
them. So to provide the better understanding on the various algorithms and helps researchers for choosing the best suitable
algorithm, we have compared the various state of art energy efficient algorithm in more detailed way considering various
prospective. Along with the comparison, we have also done studied the overview of investigated algorithm. Finally, we have
the literature survey of various others related to different parameters and techniques. From the same literature survey, we have
come to the conclusion of each author’s statement.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Energy efficient algorithms, Virtual Machine, Physical Machine, Quality of Service (QoS)

___________________________________________________________________________
1. Introduction
Cloud Computing is having number of merits over the traditional computing systems. Cloud computing is very
essential component of sophisticated computing technologies. Over the past centuries, computing ideas, computing,
and architectures have evolved and strengthened [1]. Many elements are subordinate to the evolution and revolution
of technology. Cloud Computing is a computing environment that moves fast as the next stage in developing and
deploying the number of distributed applications [2]. To get the highest advantage from cloud computing, designers
need to develop processes to optimize the use of paradigms for architecture and implementation. The entire cloud
framework is divided into three subparts namely; Service customer, cloud specific infrastructure, supporting
infrastructure as depicted by the blue, yellow and the orange colour respectively in Figure 1.
The evolving technology has recently awarded fresh computing models in which assets such as online apps,
technology energy, transport, and network infrastructure can be distributed as internet facilities. The most cloud
computation suppliers, common service computation system is inspirational characteristics for clients whose
requirement for digital assets varies over the moment. In contemporary data hub and cloud computing applications,
this consumption is a censorious layout parameter. The electricity and energy produced by software machinery and
the linked heating unit are a significant component of these energy costs and high carbon emissions [3].
Cloud computing has been providing a computational and storage services to the users and made available on
pay-as-you-go basis to all the users. In other words, we can say that this can be used on the basis of subscription i.e
pay, as much you have used. There are various other services provided by cloud computing. They are also known
as the service layers of cloud computing. These services are divided into three different types. They are
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). Software as a
Service is also known as Application as a Service Cloud model. All these services are available on Pay-as-you-go
basis without restriction on the geographical areas [1] [2].
Datacenters, on the other hand is like a farmstead that has a vast collection of servers that provide numerous
services to the users like storage, data management, networking, applications uses, different OS usage and backup
and recovery [3] [4]. Much energy is used by the cooling systems at their infrastructure level just to cool down the
datacenters that produces lots of heat and on the other hand lot of energy is consumed by the systems when they are
in their idle state [4] [5].
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Figure 1. Cloud Architecture
Hence, both users as well as the service provider will get a huge financial loss. A typical datacenter can consume
approximately 25,000 KWh per day. As per one of the report by Gartner in the year 2017 [6], there will be increase
in electricity consumption of various data centers by 12.02 Billion kWh by year 2020 which is equivalent to around
50 coal based power plants. So as per present scenario, trustworthiness and energy efficiency are the major
challenges in datacenters and if power management strategies are not applied on to datacenters now then this will
goes on increasing continuously. So, to get rid of the problem of energy consumption and carbon that will be released
daily, we need one energy efficient technique in cloud data centers [5] [6].
2. Related work
Virtualization in cloud computing is the most critical part in the cloud data centers to support and maximize the
energy efficiency using virtual machines consolidation. Virtual Machines are the software implementation that runs
on the operating system and other various applications [3]. On the other hand, VM consolidation is the process of
reallocations of physical machines without even affecting the executions of user requests. VM consolidation is
considered to be the best energy efficient solution for the reduction in the energy consumption of cloud datacenters
[5]. The important point in VM consolidation is, to turn off or moved to low power mode to the machines which are
at idle state for long time. The main aim of these algorithms is to optimize the placement of VM for the purpose of
reduction in energy consumption with violating the service level agreement (SLA) [5] [7]. With the reason of huge
network traffic, it becomes harder to conduct the experiment under such environment. So such experiments are also
validated on various simulated environment. Such simulated toolkits can provide the large environment and
produces best results. Among all the simulation toolkits, CloudSim is one of the best simulation toolkits that are
most widely used now days. CloudSim can support cloud data centers which includes resource scheduling processes,
Virtual Machines, Physical Machines and Load balancing. Considering all these features makes cloudsim attractive
among the universities and researchers. Also there are other simulators working as the same way and have just the
enhancement of cloudsim. They are CloudAnalyst and NetworkCloudsim [11] [12].
Cloud Computing has really improved the IT industry by introducing the concept of elastic scheduling and on
demand allocation of various resources like storage, processing and networking but this system also leads to the
consumption of lots of energy and hence release in lot of carbon particles which are very harmful for the human
beings [8] [9]. Many famous researchers has advised and worked on various algorithms of energy efficiency and to
improve the utilization of different datacenters for the purpose of VM selection, migration and placement [8] [9].
There are various scheduling parameters which are used by the various researchers for optimizing there resources
[9] [10].
In [11], author has mentioned about the role of cloud computing. Cloud computing works as a power consumer
and also works as an energy efficient method if we are comparing with the traditional systems of computing. This
paper will also discuss about the relative study of different energy efficient ways or methods in cloud environment.
The author has also classified the power based on various efficient methods for clusters and grids. The survey shown
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in this paper is different from other surveys because this paper will discuss about two aspects i.e system performance
and power consumption. Also, author has classified different methods of energy efficiency technique.
3. Classification of energy efficiecy technique
In the coming section, author has explained about the various techniques of energy efficiency and different ways
for improvement in that techniques and there limitations. Figure 2 show the taxonomy of energy efficiency technique
and further explained all the techniques and gives a detailed description of each in tabular format.

Figure 2. Classification of Energy Efficiency Technique
I.
Virtual Machine Selection: The technique that is followed for the selection of VM is random virtual
machine selection in which uniform distributed random variable is used for the selection of overloaded virtual
machine for the purpose of migration [11]. Then the selection of VM is based on migration time. It should be
minimum and in this method virtual machine which has minimum utilization should be migrated first.
II. Virtual Machine Migration: In [25], author has proposed a statistical method for that can estimate the
power consumed by virtual machines with an error rate of around 3-6 percentage. In VM migration method, a
threshold will be set for a server and if server exceeds that level of threshold only then the migration takes place for
the reduction in energy consumption of the server. This migration process will be done without the violation on
service level agreement and quality of service. The selection of VM migration is based on some of the policies.
They are named as Device Type Manager, Field Device Tool and Distributed and Rake Technology.
III. Virtual Machine Placement: The development in the cloud data centres consumes lot of energy
consumption. There are various methods and various techniques that have been proposed for the reduction in energy
consumption but there is a problem with these techniques. They mainly focus on VM migration than resource
utilization [20]. In [20], author has proposed a best technique for VM placement based on one of the approach called
heuristic approach. In this approach, author has developed live migration model to enhance the resource utilization
and to reduce the power consumption by the data centers. Live migration is one of the best techniques in VM
Placement. Live migration is one of the techniques which allow the virtual machine to migrate from on one physical
machine to another while VM’s are running. It is very necessary for the process of virtualization with the following
benefits. 1) Load balancing 2) Planned maintenance 3) Consolidation. The primary concern of service provider in
the cloud focuses on two issues. Firstly, where to place the virtual machine at initial level and secondly where to
transfer virtual machines when there is a requirement for movement. Any VM placement and migration algorithms
are designed in such a way to detect the servers that are overloaded [19].
IV. Virtual Machine Scheduling: The algorithm for VM scheduling works on the heterogeneous machines and
different workload scenarios for getting the best quality of service. One of the ideal ways to save energy
consumption is to shot down the data centers when they are in idle state. In [29], author has proposed one algorithm
named dynamic RR algorithm. Author has clearly shown the result of the paper that by applying DRR algorithm
43.7% of energy is saved and 60% of the resource utilization has been done. In [30], author has proposed a model
which considers the running tasks in VM’s for the estimation of power consumption by different VM’s.
V.
Virtual Machine Allocation: Cloud service providers allocate VM’s to different users on their demand and
further VM’s are allocated to different physical Machine. There are various resource allocation methods that help
resources for efficient allocation considering their utilization history. A cloud data center delivers various services
to cloud applications that consume huge part of energy and hence produce huge amount of carbon. To get rid of this
problem, [14] author proposed a model of energy-aware VM allocation scheme and improve QoS.
Table 1. Study of Energy Efficiency Algorithms

Energy Efficiency
Algorithm
Energy aware resource
allocation algorithm [14]

Techniques Used

Inference Drawn

Tools used to
Experimentation

VM- Selection &
Placement

Random variable are used for
selecting VM

CloudSim
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Energy efficient resource
utilization algorithm [17]
Dynamic VM placement
algorithm [21]
Optimal deterministic
algorithm [16]

VM Selection
VM Placement
VM Selection

b

Reduce carbon emission

CloudSim

Reduction in power
consumption
Reduction in power
consumption without the
violation of SLA

Simulator
(Self-designed)
CloudSim

VM Placement

SLA violation, power wastage
reduced and provided high
scalability

Power edge

Efficient allocation of virtual
machines [24]

VM Placement

Less SLA violation

CloudSim

Energy efficient dynamic
resource management [24]

VM Placement

Minimize the power consumed
by data centers

CloudSim

Energy efficient VM
Placement [25]

VM Placement

Reduces power consumed by
data centers and reduction in
rate of task rejection

CloudSim

Energy saving VM Migration
[25]

VM Migration

QoS, power consumption is
efficient

Power edge

Exact allocation & migration
algorithm [26]

VM Migration

Minimum power consumption
& Best QoS

Java developed dedicated
simulator

Energy aware online
scheduling [27]

VM Scheduling

Support heterogeneous
environment and maintain QoS

Simulator
(Self-designed)

VM dynamic provision &
Scheduling [28]

VM Scheduling

Reduction in Energy
consumption

Open source cloud
middleware – Eucalyptus

Energy based scheduling &
accounting of VM [29]

VM Scheduling

Reduction in Energy
consumption

Cloud Hypervisor – Xen

Dynamic energy aware
scheduling for parallel task
based application [32]

VM Scheduling

Minimize task execution time

Scheduler is implemented

Energy efficient VM
allocation technique using
interior search algorithm [33]

VM Allocation

Efficient utilization of
resources

CloudSim

Novel resource allocation
algorithm for energy
efficiency [35]

VM Allocation

Energy consumption is
efficient

CloudSim

Energy aware resource
allocation algorithm [23]
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Energy efficient VM
Management Scheme with
law of energy characteristics
[35]

VM Allocation

Efficient resource allocation,
energy efficiency

CloudSim

4. Overview of investigated algorithm
Figure below shows the architecture of virtual machines based on the consolidation of energy efficient
algorithms in cloud data centers. This cloud architecture is generic in nature & it has 4 different entities as shown
below in the diagram.
1. Physical Machines: The infrastructure as a service cloud model will offer various physical machines to
handle the user’s request.
2. Virtual Machines: The users request are deployed and executed on virtual machines. The virtual machines
management can be done according to the incoming requests by the users based on two phases. The first phase is
called initial placement and second on is called VM migration. Virtual machines are placed according to the initial
placement algorithm and that has been allocated to the physical machine. According to the user’s request, placement
can be improved via virtual machine consolidation algorithm which will further turn off the temporarily unused
machines.
3. Energy efficient scheduler: Following components has been used to support the energy efficient scheduling
and it acts as interface between the resources and user’s.
a) VM Manager: VM manager manages and traces the resource usage for the making the better decisions on
VM’s and VM behaviours but without violating the SLA (Service Level Agreement).
b) SLA Monitor: It can check the performance constraint for managing or reducing the energy consumption.
c) Workload Analyser: it monitors various database activities and logs as needed in the system. Further the
workload can be distributed to other virtual machines based on their characteristics.
4. Users: Users using the cloud will submit the request to the cloud and this request will be handled and
processed by the cloud service providers.

Figure 3. Energy efficient Scheduling based on Consolidation of VM’s
On the basis of this overview, we have done the literature survey from different authors and from different
papers.
Table 2. Literature Survey
S. no Name of Paper Research Gaps
Techniques
Parameters
Findings
& Author
1
“Smart elastic Duplication of In this work mainly there Total
The network traffic has
scheduling
data transfer in are two techniques has consumed
been
reduced
by
this work, like been applied to distribute power, amount migrating the VMs that
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algorithm for
virtual machine
migration
in
cloud
computing”

single
data
transfer
twice
within a single
time
frame
therefore
the
management of
data is poor. To
remove
this
problem
the
concept
of
hashing will be
used.
Proposed
mechanism has
been applicable
on heterogeneous
a physical device
that
requires
attention
from
researcher sides.

resources of physical
machine and balance the
load. These are:
(a)
Smart
elastic
scheduling
algorithm
(SESA) and
(b) An adaptive worst fit
decreasing
virtual
machine (AWFDVP)

of migration
after
that
performance
degradation.

have used the same
memory space at the
same time.

Energy
Techniques.

Efficiency

Energy
Efficiency and
other
QoS
parameters.

Proposed
work
demonstrated the study
about various mechanism
of energy management in
environment of cloud
computing.

In the proposed
work cost, space
and
time
complexity
associated with
migration
is
reduced.

Various
Techniques.

Migration

Cost
and
Execution
Time.

Proposes an Enhanced
efficiency
of
cloud
services by utilizing the
scheme of dynamic
replication along with
data-migration.
The result shows 25%
improvement on the basis
of time as well as cost.

In this work don’t
improved
the
VM selection and
PM overloading
detection
to
develop
better
solutions
for
dynamic
VM
Consolidations.

Dynamic Consolidation
of Virtual Machine is the
technique.

Energy (Kwh),
Migration
count,
SLA
Violation (%).

In this author, proposed a
placement of VMs on the
basis
of
predicted
consumption of physical
machine inside cloud
data centre.
This presented work
mainly focuses on the
consumption as well as in
the improvement of
service-level agreement.

Techniques to optimized
as well as management
of energy

Energy
parameter.

Chaudhari
et al.

Does not use the
active-source
cloud
environment in
the
proposed
work to evaluate
the
proposed
technique
for
cloud hosts.

“LACE:
A
Locust-Inspired
Scheduling
Algorithm

The
proposed
research does not
assess
the
efficiency
of

DVFS consolidation is
observed integrated with
power management to
prevent more power

Energy
Consumption,
Response Time

Authors demonstrate the
various techniques of
energy management.
In this Particle Swarm
Optimization, the result
for both allocations as
well as in migration of
VM that becomes better
to build efficient energy
hosts.
Proposed a distributed
scheduling
algorithm
inspired by Locust to can
the
use
of
cloud

Nashaat et al.

2.

b

“A Study of
Efficient
Energy
Management
Techniques
for
Cloud
Computing
Environment”
Ali et al.

3.

“Enhancing
Reliability of
Cloud Services
Using
Mechanism of
Dynamic
Replication and
Migration
of
Data”
Kaur et al.

4.

“Virtual
Machines
Placement
using Predicted
Utilization of
Physical
Machine
in
Cloud
Datacenter”
Barthwal et al.

5.

6.

“Energy Aware
Computing
Resource
Allocation
Using PSO in
Cloud”
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to
Reduce
Energy
Consumption in
Cloud
Datacenters”

LACE
by
evaluating data
center
component
of
encrypted traffic.

while the execution of
the VMs.

Proposed works
don’t focus on
the periodicity of
application.

The server consolidation
algorithm named as
Resource
utilizationaware energy efficient
(RUAEE).

Energy
Consumption
(KWh),
The
number of VM
migrations,
SLAV, ESV.

Limitations are
maximum cost,
Time,
Complexity.

A new combination of
Cuckoo Search (CS)
along with Harmony
Search
(HS)
is
integrated.

Energy
Consumption,
Cost.

Kurdi et al.

7.

8.

“Resourceutilizationaware energy
efficient server
consolidation
algorithm for
green
computing in
IIOT”
Han et al.
“A
Hybrid
Approach for
Task
Scheduling
Using
the Cuckoo and
Harmony
Search in Cloud
Computing
Environment”

computing
resources
(LACE).
The outcome of this work
depicted that the LACE
increased the utilization
of resource rate up to
higher degree as compare
to
two
different
benchmark
through
minimizing the amount
of active servers.
Proposed an energyefficient
resourceutilization-aware
database consolidation
algorithm (RUAEE) this
scheme is helpful in
utilization of resource
when minimizing the
amount
of
live
migrations of system.
This suggested a multiobjective task scheduling
system based on the
hybrid approach of the
Cuckoo Harmony Search
Algorithm. (CHSA). The
result makes it clear that
the presented approach is
much
enhanced
as
contrast
to
other
technique.

Pradeep et al.

5. Conclusion
Increased power consumption is the biggest problem now days. As the applications are increasing, it give rise to
the problem of complicated data as well that require the need of new data centers which will further increase more
need of energy. The above study and research of energy efficiency techniques, we can elaborate that to reduce the
consumption in data centers can be done using VM-Scheduling and migration methods. Manu of the researchers
has proposed an algorithm of multi-objective, which covers service level agreement, Quality of service and various
resource utilization with great consumption in data centers. Very less work has been done on the heterogeneous
physical machines which need a lot of attention.
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